Company Name:

Robert Cockings Motor Repairs Ltd

Primary Trade:

Car Repairs / Servicing

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Tom Cockings

Full Address:

24 Buckland Road
Pen Mill Trading Estate
Yeovil
Somerset

Postcode:

BA21 5HA

Contact Telephone:

01935 427139

Contact Email:

info@rcmr.co.uk

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.rcmr.co.uk

Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Car Repairs / Servicing
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Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

25

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
10-Oct-2019

Bob and Tom have looked after our vehicles for several
years and always provide an excellent service. They
are very meticulous and I have complete confidence in
their work.

02-Oct-2019

Everything excellent - clear detailed quote, courtesy
car, work completed on time, helpful & professional
staff. Thank you.

19-Sep-2019

RCMR have been looking after my wife's cars for some
years now. Always very pleased with the quality of the
service and the helpfulness of all the staff. We trust
them to do a great job, at a reasonable price and have
never been let down. The best in town. If they could
get my van into their workshop, they would be looking
after that as well.

16-Apr-2019

Family run business- the best, Excellent service - no
problems at all. Everyone really helpful, and kind.

22-Mar-2019

Removal & refitting of diesel injector on car. Really
good telephone information & price details on initial
inquiry. Work carried out and car ready on day as
stated. Really pleased.

20-Mar-2019

I HAVE USED RCMR FOR THE SERVICING AND REPAIR
OF MY FAMILY'S CARS FOR APPROXIMATELY 30 YEARS.
THEY HAVE ALWAYS BEEN FRIENDLY,
KNOWLEDGEABLE AND THE WORK HAS BEEN
COMPLETED TO A VERY HIGH STANDARD. I WOULD
RECOMMEND THIS BUSINEES TO ANYBODY.

15-Mar-2019

Bob Cockings has serviced our families cars for
decades, later joined by Tom, who, even as a small
boy, could be found enthusiastically helping his father.
We have enjoyed highly satisfactory, reliable and ever
cheerful advice and service throughout, and have
recommended them to many, equally happy friends.
Long may the dynasty continue.

14-Mar-2019

I have had all my cars serviced and maintained with
Bob and Tom for nearly 30 years and I can't remember
ever having a complaint. Furthermore, I've only been
prevented from arriving at my destination on time
because of puncture(s). A regular service with Tom
saves hassle!
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12-Mar-2019

It is now over 40 years since I first started using Bob's
services, he and now together with Tom have always
provided an honest, reliable and professional approach,
It's a pleasure to recommend this business.

07-Mar-2019

Being totally useless at looking after my car in a
mechanical sense RCMR have taken care of looking
after my BMW. Sadly it has recently been written off
but don't worry I will return when I have sourced a
suitable replacement - sorry Bob and Tom!

07-Mar-2019

I have used Bob and, now, Tom to look after my
vehicles for over 35 years. They have taken great care
of us over all these years and I trust them immensely.

07-Mar-2019

Tom and Bob, also to mention all staff, are so, so
helpful, not sure how Tom does it but he knows
instinctively what is wrong with our vehicles and is able
to give a concise evaluation on how to remedy. We
also look forward to our chats with Bob. I would
recommend RCMR for any vehicle for in depth repairs
to service. Can't fault the work carried out on our
Porsche, Lexus and RS.

06-Mar-2019

Bob and Tom are engineers rather than just mechanics
and have a proper understanding of the complex
systems on modern vehicles. It is always best to get
the work done correctly first time - there are some
cheaper and definitely some less competent garages
out there but bad repair invariably costs a lot more in
the end. Our family vehicles have been going there for
the past 26 years.

06-Mar-2019

Ive been using RCMR since Tom started. In all those
years with various cars and work vans I have never had
an issue. The thing I like most is when my vehicle
leaves the garage I am always fully informed of its
condition and any future maintenance that may be
required enabling me to keep the vehicle safe.
Recommend to anyone For all makes especially for
Audi VW.

06-Mar-2019

Very pleased with the friendly and professional service
from this garage. Bob and Tom are extremely
knowledgeable and always do a fab job. We return
every year for our mot's and service. Always a great
job. Thanks guys. Keep up the good work.

27-Feb-2019

They (Tom and Bob) were friendly, knowledgeable,
professional and did an excellent job of identifying the
problems with my car and then fixing them.

20-Feb-2019

I have total confidence that RCMR will look after my
vehicles effectively. Regards T Northcott

29-Jun-2018

Tom, Bob and the rest of the staff at Rcmr are very
helpful, knowledgeable and friendly people. They mot
and service our cars every year and we always
recommend them to anyone. They may not always be
the cheapest but I'd prefer to pay more to have
genuine parts replaced rather then cheaper stuff. They
always offer a courtesy car to help me out as well. This
is a great service which I've used a few times. Keep up
the good work guys. See you at the next mot.
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29-Jun-2018

Excellent service, professional, courtious and able to
work on both my daily driver and a 25yr old classic
Audi with confidence. One of the few places i entrust
my cars with.

26-Jun-2018

Always reliable and very trustworthy, highly
professional

26-Jun-2018

I use this trusted garage every time i need work carried
out on my vehicles. The customer service is
outstanding and the professionalism is second to none.
A recent MOT was carried out. I was offered a free
courtesy car. Informed of the outcome of the MOT in
good time and it was also apparent that previous fault
diagnosis work was followed up, whilst the vehicle was
at the garage, resulting is a minor part being replaced
at this convenient time. This is the only garage I
recommend to my friends.

25-Jun-2018

Thorough, quality work carried out. Extremely
professional and polite.

25-Jun-2018

RCMR provide an honest and open approach to
servicing your car. Tom even had the foresight to let
me know my car needed an inspection within 600 miles
of the oil service that it was booked in for. He managed
to fit both in on the same visit and still charged me less
than VW main dealer would. They know their stuff
there.

25-Jun-2018

When my AUDI RS4 broke a valve spring. I knew this
was a big job that involved removing the engine. I
spoke to various specialists garages. After speaking to
Tom at RCMR I was confident that he was the man for
the job. He arranged the collection of my car, sent me
regular updates and photos. The work was carried out
to a very high standard. I was very pleased with all the
work that had been done and I wouldnât hesitate to
recommend RCMR to friends. Stuart

25-Jun-2018

Excellent service ,always on time ,kept informed on
price for parts super qualified staff and a very friendly
place will use and recommend to everyone
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